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Feedback on JT4-057-90 (1 o Jul 90) 

OOC: 101300L Jul 
Vessel is located at 13N 78W, sailing north for Cuba. She is not carrying 

contraband and is not projected to on-load any in the near future. 

OOE: 100945L Jul 
Vessel currently located at 1330N 8030W, heading for Mexico. She is carrying 

cocaine inside cargo containers. Inside these containers are cardboard boxes containing 
folded or collapsed wooden household implements. 

OOF: 101135L Jul 
Vessel is located at 1123N 8134W. Shed is carrying contraband in 8 by 12 inch 

tubes, which are contained in 15 by 20 inch metal cans (see diagram). There are several 
stacks of metal cans similar to those used for transporting paint or chemicals. The cans 
containing contraband are labelled with a blue and gray label. The tubes containing the 
contraband are packed within cans containing some kind of animal product (possibly fat 
or lard). The outside of these cans have distinctive scratches on them (3 or 4 parallel 
scratches near the top). These specific cans and stacks of cans are covered by a heavy 
tarp or canvas. There is faded red paint on the wall/bulkhead above the stack of cans 
containing the contraband. The faded paint differs from that of the surrounded area and 
is noticeable. 

The following names or callsigns were detected: 
OSCAR, GATO NEGRO, VACA, JIMEZ, CUELLO DE ... , SALIDA, ALBERTO, CHEVAS, 
MORDADA, LUNA I, LUNA II, INCENSARIO, DENERTE, DE MUELLAR, SAN PETRO. 

SG1A 
DETACH LINE------------------

is currently located at approximately 1330N 8030W, heading for 
Mexico, carrying contraband drugs. 
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